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Compete for Positions Sociable Soccer offers you a complete experience from playing as a local club in your country through to playing for a national team at the World Cup. On the home page you can create, name and register your team in your league and compete in daily
competitions and tournaments for all the trophies, medals and cash prizes. Collect Cards Sociable Soccer will feature over 250 unique cards, some of which are only available for purchase with tokens, which can be earned for completing tasks in the game. Collect the cards for

your own or your friends team to use them in combination with your players appearance in your career. Build your own ultimate football collection by paying for every card you want. Or do you prefer to find them all for free? Multiplayer Sociable Soccer offers you the
opportunity to play head-to-head against friends or players from around the world, create clans to compete against each other and navigate an array of special weapons and game modes to play out the competition. Crowdsourced Content Sociable Soccer allows fans to

generate and submit crowd sourced content, allowing them to be involved in the game to create their own unique storylines, stories and moments in the game. Live Player Tracking Sociable Soccer provides you the ability to personalise your own match day experience, by
allowing you to start the game in different ways. You can create a customised player based on one of eight selected iconic players, set the team up for a local friendly or kick-off the game against the AI and challenge other players in global competitions.
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